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INTRODUCING THE RESEARCH TOPIC

"Our lives are defined by age: the age when we learn how to drive, vote, have sex, buy a house, retire, and travel free of charge with the local bus... Society emits constant judgment about the moment when we have the right age for something – and when we are too old for something else” (Age Concern, 2000, p.2) Age is one of the social coordinates that is so fundamental for the human perception that evaluating a person by this criteria is a “primitive”, “automatic” process (Nelson, 2005; Ferris, Judge, Chachere and Liden, 1991). A social construct is obviously useful in social interactions, but up to a point. This paper attempts to map the diffuse area where age, can change altogether from being a useful demographic characteristic, to a strong discrimination criteria on the labor market, especially in the human resource recruiting process.

Social relevance of the research topic

For a problem to be socially relevant it has to have “impact on the political, social or economic life, to contribute to understanding something that significantly affects the lives of many people or the understanding and prediction of good or bad events” (Phillip Shively quoted by King, Keohane and Verba, 2000, p. 28). In this context, the number of those affected and what they stand to lose or win becomes relevant. Age discrimination in human resources recruitment is the type of a social problem that is important not only from an academic standpoint, but also for social reasons and the high impact it has on the labor market.

In revealing the number of those affected we used the conceptual categories designed by Glover and Branine (1997) and Macnicol (2005): potential exposure, declared or perceived exposure and real exposure (each accentuating the different levels of this social reality). On the level of potential exposure, age discrimination is the strongest because it can affect the entire active population, in two professional moments – the beginning and the end of the career (Glover and Branine, 1997).

On the level of declared exposure or the area of public perception of the phenomenon, there is data that show that more than half of respondents to a questionnaire were affected at one point in their life by age discrimination. A British study shows that 59% of the respondents consider
they were discriminated at their workplace because of their age, and 48% declared that the main moment when they were discriminated based on their age was the recruitment and selection stage (Chartered Institute of Personnel and Development, 2005). On a national level, a study by CURS SA (2005) shows that 54% of the respondents consider that people get different treatments at the workplace based on their age, and 74% consider age discrimination is present in the recruitment process.

*Real exposure* is the materialized form of discrimination, geographically, time-wise, culturally and economically bounded in a clear social space. This level is very difficult to study because discrimination is most of the times “statistical” (deducted through macroeconomic data, collected on the labor market), “institutional” (deducted through existent procedures or existent rules) or “indirect” (deducted through innuendoes or practices that try to camouflage the phenomenon), and therefore the proofs attached are circumstantial (Macnicol, 2005). In order to respond to this difficulty in measuring the real exposure, this paper focuses on a single activity related to human resources, that of recruitment. This activity represents a system of functional and ethical filters that are applied before having a direct contact with the candidate, before getting to know the candidate or test him. In a selection interview, the employer can eliminate a candidate based on his/her age while building “post factum” arguments that have to do with his/her competences and thus hiding the act of discrimination. In the recruitment stage (which is the focus of this paper), since the employer did not meet the candidate and is only advertising for the job, the direct or indirect mentions about age constitute an “a priori” discrimination which can no longer be camouflaged. As a consequence, age discrimination in human resources selection process can be relatively easy to prove compared with age discrimination in other human resources activities (selection, training, and reward).

Referring to what the social actors involved stand to win or lose, we can say, as R. Cialdini (2001) says, peoples’ attention is more likely to be attracted by what an individual stands to lose than by what he/she stands to win; by their problems rather than by their opportunities. That’s why, in order to focus the attention, we need to send a warning signal about “the perfect storm” which is about to come, because of the misfortunate synchronization of a series of socio-economic factors: an increase in the number of individuals over 65, proliferation of prejudices about older people, decrease of fertility rate, massive migration of young labor force (especially in the case of East-European countries that joined the EU recently), difficulties related to the transition period and above all the recent economic downturn.

We can discuss the demographic problem, the macroeconomic problem, the legal problem, the organizational problem and the personal problem.
The demographic problem appeared in the beginning of the ‘60s and is not just a Romanian problem, but rather a European one. As we got used to it, it seems to be more severe in Romania’s case, where we have a very low fertility rate of 1.3, one of the lowest in the European Union (Gheţău, 2007; Kroehnert, Hossmann and Klingholz, 2008). The economic or macroeconomic problem refers to the growing burden on the shoulders of the active population to support the inactive population, predominantly the “aged population” (Fotakis, 2000; Karoly, 2005; Kwasniewski, 2005; Kroehnert, Hossmann and Klingholz, 2008). The legal problem comes from the political pressure to implement legal measures regarding equal chances at the European level (Council Directive 2000/78/EC). Implementation of this directive was mechanical, with no previous study or attempts to adapt it to the national specific context (OG nr. 137/2000 regarding sanctions to all forms of discrimination and Law 324/2006) and without being supported by an administrative apparatus that could effectively apply the legal provisions. The organizational problem comes from the fact that, although age discrimination in an organization makes no sense from an economic standpoint, it is frequently met in the managerial practice (Phipps, 2006; Thomas and Ely, 1996). The personal problem comes from the fact that the lack of interest in the young generations sabotages its’ own chances to equal opportunity in the future organizational environment (Gunderson, 2003; Nelson, 2005; Macnicol, 2005).

**Research topic delimitation**

„Any research must be placed somewhere” and “any research must take place is a specific moment,” says Becker in a pragmatic note (1998, p.51). Miles and Huberman (1994, p.26) support his position highlighting the importance of delimitating the research area considering a few coordinates: the focus or “the heart” of the research, the social unit studied and the temporal dimension or studied period of time. Patton (2002, p.231) who calls it “analysis unit” sets these coordinates to a research: categories of individuals, geographic focus, activities and temporal dimension. Corroborating these authors’ recommendations, we came up with a series of coordinates useful in bounding the research topic, while reminding us of the classic series of questions asked by orators such as Hermagoras, Cicero and Quintilian and often used in journalism and than in sociology: What? Who? Where? When? How? Why? (Diagram1)
Why should we be interested in these details, why these round of questions? Because it helps to localize, personalize and study this social phenomenon. Because, by ignoring them, we “end up ignoring what is local, particular, what has to do with local chemistry, that which is impossible to reproduce in any other place”, and “the environmental conditions of an event, organization or phenomenon are crucial for its appearance or existence in a particular form” (Becker, 1998, p. 52, 54). In the spirit of those mentioned, the research focuses on: the goal and objectives of the research (What?); geographical localization (Where?); social unit or units studied (Who?); temporal localization (When?); research design (How?) and arguments for choosing this topic (Why?)

*The goal and objectives of the research (What?)*. By using Patton’s terminology and classification (2002), the paper is a combination of exploratory research and applied research because its’ purpose is to bring light on a delicate public problem and perhaps in the future, to develop into an action-research in order to solve the identified problem.

Thus, the *goal of the research* is to explore age discrimination in human resources recruitment process with the hope that it will fundament future measures to solve a specific social problem.
The objectives of the research are: 1) Identify proofs of age discrimination; 2) Identify age coordinates for discrimination; 3) Identify social actors involved in this phenomenon; 4) Identify “rations” or causalities that lead to discrimination as they are perceived by involved actors; 5) Identify effects of discrimination on a personal, organizational and social level. Objectives have been transformed into general research questions and then detailed in specific questions using models suggested by Miles and Huberman (1994).

The social unit or units involved (Who?). According to Beckers’ (1998) classification, the social unit studies in this paper is the labor market in Cluj-Napoca, but more in depth, there is a special focus on the main actors: employers and candidates. The two actors were chosen as our focus for two main reasons: because they are placed at the centre of age discrimination and because there are limited resources available for this research. However, we do not deny the diversity of actors more or less visible that influence this social phenomenon. That is why, research-question no 3, opens the way to future study of the social network that influences the research topic.

Geographical localization (Where?). Age discrimination research was placed in Cluj-Napoca. The city is set on parallel 46° 46’ N, meridian 23° 36’, covers a surface of 179.5 km², has a continental-moderate climate, 318.027 inhabitants (Census 2002), is a university centre with 45,500 students (at Babes-Bolyai University alone) and 23,843 private companies (in 2000). These details are relevant in the research process, even if some links between elements may not be clear at this point. To paraphrase Becker, “the specific chemistry of Cluj-Napoca” (climate, demography, economy, birth rate, mortality and education) cannot be reproduced by any other place and that is why the social phenomenon that is researched is influenced by the “personality of the place.”

Time localization (When?). The research focuses on the period between 2000 and 2010. The time localization gives a specific note to age discrimination in human resources recruitment process in Cluj-Napoca. The period of research was chosen based on research questions (if it can be answered in this interval of time) and continuity of the phenomenon (whether it is a permanent phenomenon in the organizational life or it is a temporal one) (Raymond-Alain and Samantha, 2001).

Research design (How?). In choosing the design of the research we have started from the classification used by Teddlie and Tsahakkori (2006), who discuss: the mono-method (where a single research method is used, either qualitative or quantitative), quasi-mixed methods (where both qualitative and quantitative methods are used, but the results are not integrated) and mixed
methods (uses both qualitative and quantitative methods and the results are integrated). The research design that was chosen is based on mixed methods, which means that a quantitative method (document analysis) and qualitative methods (focus group and interview) are used for this project in all phases of the research – data gathering, analysis, integration and inference.

Arguments for choosing the topic (Why?). The paper intends to identify the problems at an individual and organizational level or the “bugs” that lead to discrimination. Secondly, it aims to bring to public attention a phenomenon that is not very visible and comes with a great cost for society. The project aims to inquire prejudices actively manifested in the form of discriminatory behavior affecting young and aged people who are in a critical point in their professional career. Thirdly, the paper builds the fundament to develop professional instruments that can insure an ethical and efficient practice in human resources recruitment.
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LITERATURE REVIEW

Browsing through older studies on the topic of age discrimination in human resources recruitment process helps getting a “historical perspective” on the research topic, better understanding of terminology, previous research directions and contributions that became milestones in the specialty literature (Buchanan and Bryman, 2007). It also contributes to understanding the existent perspectives and the relevant problems overcome by other researchers, accelerating this way the design process and increasing the qualitative component of the research (Esterby-Smith, Golden-Biddle and Locke, 2008). As a background for mapping the specialty literature, we have made a summary, an alphabet of the research methods (Rotariu and Iluț, 1997; Chelcea, 2004; Adams and Schvaneveldt, 1991; Patton, 2002; Silverman, 2006). Starting from the classic methods (social experiment, observation and sociological inquiry) we analyzed interdisciplinary studies that focused on age discrimination (chapters 6, 7 and 8). Most of the studies cover age discrimination in general, but there are studies that look more specifically at the hiring process (recruitment and selection). The synthesis of knowledge level in the field follows three directions: methods used in studying age discrimination; subjects and central actors in studies related to age discrimination; and methodological strategy: mono-method versus mixed methods.

Methods used in age discrimination study

In terms of experiments, the field experiment seems to be the dominant method used in the study of age discrimination in human resources recruitment process, while very few audit tests or lab experiments are used. In the case of social experiment, unlike other used methods, we notice a historical approach because, in time, researches have build on previous ones developing and improving the methodology in order to correspond to the specific of age discrimination. Thus, the identified methodological problems have been gradually covered. The social experiment method was initially used in 1968 by Daniel William Wentworth (USA) to investigate racial discrimination, while in 1993 was adapted, for the first time, by Bendick, Jackson and Romero to the specificity of age discrimination. They used the methods again in 1996 and 1999. Bendick, Jackson and Romero are considered the parents of social experiment in the field of age discrimination, and their experiments started in 1993 as a reference point in the specialty literature. Riach and Rich improved the method in 2001, when they discovered some
methodological flaws related to older peoples’ capacity to engage in physical activities, to use technology and mental flexibility. Another aspect developed by Riach and Rich (2002) was classifying the jobs in four categories: activities depending on age, activities thwarted by age, neutral activities and activities intensified by age, allowing this way to differentiate between contextual discrimination and personal discrimination. Riach and Rich studies started in 2002 in Great Britain and continued until 2006 and 2007 in Spain and France. In 2007, Wilson, Parker and Kan used the method in New Zealand and added a new methodological component – labor market and its’ effects over jobs. They divided the jobs considering the human resource crisis: jobs characterized by a shortage of candidates; jobs moderately affected by a shortage of candidates; jobs that have plenty of candidates. The results are very interesting as they show that in the case of jobs affected by a shortage of candidates (like medical nurses), age discrimination was practically inexistent. As a general conclusion, we can say that the social experiment helps checking the pulse of age discrimination in human resources recruitment process and has a strong argument power in highlighting the social studied reality, provided that it is well delimited in time and space, in order to understand the local specificity. Chapter 6 describes social experiments that have age discrimination as a topic.

In the case of observation, the predominant method in studying age discrimination was that of document analysis (focus on past events) and not the direct observation (focused on current events). The clear preference for document analysis comes from the fact that considering this is a complex, delicate and “easily flammable” topic; researchers preferred a less intrusive method. Another argument comes from the fact that participative observation allows taking the pulse of discrimination at a certain time, while document analysis allows seeing the evolution in time of the phenomenon and a better understanding of its’ history. At the same time, we can notice that the main category of document analysis is that of publications containing recruitment announcements. These announcements can be “incriminatory evidence” which discriminate directly (by mentioning age limits or age intervals), or indirectly (by mentioning a set of features associated with a certain age group) and they can also offer substantial data for a quantitative approach.

However, we have to notice that the three studies described in the paper (Bennington, 2002, Anghel, 2003, Basim, Sesen and Sesen, 2007) do not consider the entire potential of the method. Bennington (2002) does not mention the studied period, but the small number of the recruitment announcements in “newspapers of important Australian towns” seems to cover no more than a week’s time. Anghel (2003) limits to a week in March 2003 in Romania, and Basim, Sesen and Sesen (2007) to a period of 4 weeks from August 1st to August 30th in Turkey and Great Britain. Considering that Basim, Sesen and Sesen (2007) suggest that as the legal system of a country is
improved and the public becomes more aware of age discrimination, the announcement should contain fewer and fewer discriminatory elements. It would be interesting to follow this phenomenon on a longer time interval, like 10-15 years.

Ursel and Armstrong-Stassen (2006) have an atypical, creative approach to document analysis. They are using document analysis, or the articles in the press drawing attention to age discrimination accusations, and they look on the impact that they had on the share price of the accused companies. Their conclusions were that press articles mentioning filing a complaint or beginning a court trial (and not those related to a verdict) had as an effect a 2% drop in the price of stocks and that in the case of big companies, and the loses could reach up to 200% more than legal penalties. This causality relation was another strong argument that could be used in public policy to influence the phenomenon, by attacking the so-called “rationality” of the employers in motivating age discrimination. Chapter 7 details studies focus on observation.

In chapter 8, sociological inquiry seems to find a balance between *survey and interview* in age discrimination. Out of the two methods, the survey is the oldest method used in studying the phenomenon. It was used by Palmore in 1977 and resumed again in 1981, 1988, and 2005 to follow the evolution in time of the researched coordinates. Palmore’s works, especially Age Quiz, are considered reference points in the literature. Although his surveys have a general character and a reduced practical applicability for age discrimination in the human resource recruitment process, their creativity comes from the fact that it combines the measuring process of a phenomenon (level of respondents’ information, group differences, measuring training effects) with the educational process, of public awareness, forming clearer images (stimulating discussions during training sessions, clarifying prejudices, comparing information level about older people).

The interview does not seem to have an old “methodological age” in studying age discrimination; most of the studies that use this method are relatively recent (McMullin and Marshal, 2001; Bennington, 2002; Wilson and Kan, 2006; Granleese and Sayer, 2006; Mc Vittie, McKinlay and Widdicombe, 2008; Berger, 2009). On the other hand, the purpose of the interview is to go more in-depth than to verify information, to extend the horizon. Thus, the interviews look at the way age discrimination cumulate with other types of discrimination (Granleese and Sayer, 2006); identify types of social identity assumed by unemployed older people; (Mc Vittie, McKinlay and Widdicombe, 2008); identify tricks used by aged people in searching for a place to work in order to increase their chances to be hired (Berger, 2009); identify reasons for employer and recruiters to affect equality of chances (Wilson and Kan, 2006), identify employees attitudes on anti-discrimination legislation (Bennington, 2002) and
bringing light on dirty tricks and “economic rationale” used by employers in their discriminatory practice (McMullin and Marshal, 2001).

**Subjects of studies on age discrimination**

About the subjects used to gather data or the social actors that are the object of studies on age discrimination in the human resource recruitment process, they are: employers, candidates, students, recruitment agencies, employees and investors. The reasons to pick one or the other as a main source of information is sometimes clearly stated by the authors, and other times can be deducted through background information.

*Employers* are the subjects of most field social experiments (Bendick, Jackson and Romero, 1993, 1996; Bendick, Brown and Wall, 1999; Riach and Rich, 2002, 2006, 2007; Bennington, 2002; Wilson and Kan, 2006; Wilson, Parker and Kan, 2007). Employers are considered the main responsible actors for the phenomenon and have a central importance in understanding the age discrimination. Beyond its’ obvious merits, the social experiment method seems to suggest a “legal” paradigm in approaching the topic, as it puts the accent on proving “the crimes of the employers” as an argument for punitive measures and a lot less on going in depth or finding the “rationale” for this behavior. Data was gathered from the employers with the help of a survey run by Busch, Dahl and Dittrich (2004), but both the design of the survey and the interview came very close to the structure and the declared purpose of a social experiment. Bennington (2002) and Wilson and Kan (2006) used the interview to gather data from the employers. In the first case, 180 employers were asked, by telephone, questions that looked at their attitude on anti-discrimination legislation. In the second case, 20 employers went through a structured interview that aimed at identifying the motives and mechanisms used by employers to discriminate. Document analysis, a more specifically qualitative research of recruitment announcements, is another method aiming the employers (Bennington, 2002; Anghel, 2003; Ursel and Armstrong-Stassen, 2006; Basim, Sesen and Sesen, 2007). Because these actors are seen as responsible for age discrimination, there is a tendency to choose “neutral” methods from the standpoint of interaction with them, or methods that put a comfortable distance between the researcher and the subject, because the implicit guilt projected by the research process can give birth to mutual tension or to excessive filtration of information.

*Candidates* for the position, especially the unemployed and those who fit in the threatened age groups are targeted by interviews or focus groups (McMullin and Marshall, 2001; McVittie, McKinlay and Widdicombe, 2008; Berger, 2009). The contact with them through these methods is much more interactive, and the exchange of information does not look only at confirming a
type of behavior, but also at the entire range of information attached to it: emotions, thoughts, logic, intentions, attitudes, values; aspects that are not visible in methods like the experiment or document analysis. The approach is also more empathic, because we have a higher sensibility towards age discrimination, this time, from the victim’s position. The methods used allow the researcher to take into account the impact of age discrimination, the traumas suffered and to personalize the act of research.

*Students* are preferred in the case of surveys (Peaboy and Sedlacek, 1982; Schwalb and Sedlacek, 1990; Palmore, 1977, 1981, 1988 quoted by Palmore 2005; Loretto, Duncan and White, 2000; Busch, Dahl and Dittrich, 2004) and this raises some questions about the choice. Given the proximity towards the subject and the easy way to gather data in the academic environment, we can consider commodity as the main factor for choosing students. It must be considered though that students are lacking real experience about the phenomenon, most of them not being professionally involved and not suffering from age discrimination. Even if we consider the exception of those who work through college (Loretto, Duncan and White, 2000), they do not have enough experience to develop a professional identity; they do not know and do not interpret enough the legislation on age discrimination. If the objective of these researches were observing the education and socialization as a generator of prejudices and stereotypes (attitudes) then the limits of the study would be clearer. Given the weak involvement of students in the labor market, they are not an active actor in the discrimination process (behavior) and they cannot project their own experience. Speaking from a phenomenological perspective, they expose their own opinions about a reality they haven’t lived enough and are not aware of, until the moment of the survey.

*Specialists in the recruitment agencies* are rarely the objects of studies, although as intermediaries, they seem to be responsible for most part of age discrimination in the human resources recruitment process. Bendick, Jackson and Romero (1996, 1999) in their social experiment targeted the recruitment agencies alongside with employers and they have noticed they these are more willing to discriminate in the recruitment process. A study run in Washington in 1999 shows that 84% of the recruitment agencies are discriminating compared to only 29% of the companies that do their own recruitment. A possible explanation can be the fact that companies, which ask the recruitment agencies for services, solicit this discriminatory behavior (directly or indirectly), and the recruitment agencies, focused on profitability, listen to the clients’ requests. Wilson and Kan (2006) give another explanation that underlines the cynical answer a recruiter gave him during an interview. He confesses that it is in the interest of the recruiter to attract candidates that seem good for the job, but who leave after a few years, insuring this way the repetitiveness of his business; and the perfect profile for this type of
candidate is that of young people.

*Employees* are the subjects to very few studies on age discrimination, although the theory on relational demography shows that they are an important influencing factor in the discriminatory practice. It seems obvious that the demographic profile at the working place is influencing the recruitment policy. McMullin and Marshall (2001) target the employees as they interview them to see how they interpret their experience with age discrimination. Their study shows a series of critical conclusions among which, employers who develop well thought discriminatory practices in order to get rid of the union members who “by chance” are older, solving this way the political obstacle brought by relational demography at the work place and age diversity.

*Investors* enter the stage as interested or involved social actors in age discrimination as a result of a study run by Ursel and Armstrong-Stassen (2006). This study shows that there is a link between age discrimination and the price of actions on the stock exchange. Unfortunately, it is the only study of this kind in the literature and of interest to investors in the big companies and only in countries with a tradition in law suits on age discrimination.

**Methodological strategy: mono-method versus mixed methods**

Classically, most of the research papers were based on one research method, but gradually and especially since the ’90s a new trend started to spread, that of *mixed research methods*, promoting the use of at least two research methods from opposed methodological sides (qualitative and quantitative) in the same study (Punch, 2009). Thus a practice of mixed methods spread, a pragmatic practice of “researchers using multiple approaches, with an accent on what works best and giving greater importance to the researched question than to the methods used.” (Creswell, 2008, p.528) The conflict between qualitative and quantitative reaches a methodological compromise, from which both sides have something to win. After going through all identified studies on age discrimination we can notice that some studies are based on one method, while others on more than one. From this observation and from the methodological categories identified by Tashakkori and Teddlie (2003, 2006) we tried to categorize studies considering the research design in: mono-method research, multiple methods design and mixed method research design. *The mono-method research design* is the design that focuses on a qualitative or quantitative method in all research stages. *The research design using multiple methods* involve diverse methods, but either from the qualitative or from the quantitative methodological side, without intersecting them. *The research design using mixed methods* “collects and analysis data, integrates results and makes inferences using both
qualitative and quantitative methods in the same study or research program” Teddlie and Tsahakkori (2006, p. 15).


On the side of *multiple methods*, the interview and the participatory observation were used by Berger (2009). *Mixed methods* were common to Bennington (2002) who used the experiment (quantitative), interview and simulation (qualitative) in Australia and Wilson, Parker and Kan (2007) who used the social experiment as correspondence tests (quantitative), alongside with simulation and interview (qualitative) in New Zealand. Bennington (2002) and Wilson, Parker and Kan (2007), using a combined research design solved Albert Einstein’s dilemma about research methods, who said that “not all that can be numbered matters and not all that matters can be numbered.”

Bennington (2002) is impressive for the attention he gives to ethical aspects involved by choosing the methods. For each method, Bennington asks permission to the Ethics Committee from one or more universities before studying age discrimination. The methods used by the author are the following: *document analysis* (recruitment announcements in the press, which reflect the subtle language of discrimination); *social experiment* (audit tests using pseudo-candidates, which show the level of influence that age has over the decision to hire) and *interviews* (with both employers and employees, these two types of interviews mirroring the cynicism of well thought discrimination and the innocence of the candidates). As the title of the paper shows, all data and information gathered with the help of three methods converges, highlighting the importance of methodological triangulation in shaping this socially problematic phenomenon.

Wilson, Parker and Kan (2007) elegantly combines *the correspondence tests* (CVs that were sent as an answer to job advertisement) with *simulation* (presenting three CVs to a number of 240 HR managers and soliciting their help in the initial selection of the candidates for an interview by completing a seven steps evaluation grid) and *interview* (interviews with managers
and recruitment consultants who participate in a simulation in order to bring out their preoccupations, opinions about age, reasons for taking the recruitment decisions). By coordinating the three methods, the research has a lot to win in terms of level of in depth, observations and interpretation. The experiment shows the unequivocal link between age discrimination and the need for personnel in a certain field (when the HR crisis is high, discrimination seems to disappear); simulation shows the internal mechanisms of the discrimination process; the interview shows the prejudices and stereotypes than can generate a discriminatory behavior. Adding up the three perspectives, the study shows a very clear “3D” image of age discrimination in the recruitment process. The clearness of the image surpasses the mono-method studies by far, revealing the process of discrimination as well as the reasons for it, and the results.

In conclusion, it becomes obvious the fact that we cannot say that we have a large methodological creativity in terms of age discrimination in the recruitment process, because most studies were mono-method, and only two incorporate more methods, trying to build on the advantages of combined methods. This methodological attempt must be supported because combined methods help: compensate the weak points of each method with the stronger points of the others; develop researchers’ abilities and the pragmatic character required by research in order to fundament public policies.
Punch (2009, p.300) shows that discussing combined research methods must cover four aspects. “First of all to identify the type of combined methods design that will be used. Then the defining characteristics of the design will be detailed, including decisions about time planning, their importance and the selected combination. Third of all, the main goal of the paper, the reason for using the design is specified; and finally, references to literature about the design and the combined methods are introduced.” Following these directions, we presented the methodological choices we made.

Research strategy

The type of design used in the specific case of age discrimination in the HR recruitment process is a mixed design (focus-group and interview as qualitative methods on one hand, and document analysis as a quantitative method on the other hand), concurrent (study directions go in parallel and they synchronize) on several lines of the study (3 research lines correspond to used methods: focus group, interview and document analysis). The design’s logical diagram is detailed in Diagram 2, using the graphic coordinates suggested by Teddlie and Tsachakkori (2006).

The focus group is chosen because it is a sensitive method to the idea of social construction of age discrimination reality. The method is sensitive to interaction and direct negotiation between social actors, a process that marks the limits of the phenomenon and contributes to the reification of social reality. Because in a social context, certain attitudes “grow” in discussions with other individuals, the focus group looks at the way candidates react, stand up for themselves or discriminate interactively. It is interesting to see that there are relational demographic elements between the candidates, if activism suggested by critical theory is active or atrophied and if there are elements of adapting to the reality of age discrimination in the recruitment process. The focus group identifies reactions to something, more than it looks in detail to complex problems (Patton, p.388). These personal reactions get focus and constant feedback from the participants, offering a global image of the studied topic. Information having to do with “short term memory”, dynamic, perishable information that cannot be recovered otherwise (reactions, interactions, attitudes, process etc) are gathered.
The interview is the second chosen method and completes the focus group following aspects that can be missed in a social, dynamic context, such as more personal, intimate aspects: sentiments, fundamental values and intentions. “The interview is like marriage: everybody knows what it is, a lot of people are involved in it, but behind closed doors there are a lot of secrets” (Oakley, 1981, p.31). The method allows gathering semi-tacit information, information that we can reach through introspection, but only in certain circumstances. As Kaplowitz (Kaplowitz, 2000, quoted by Patton, p.389) says it, individual interviews are up to 18 times more efficient than focus groups in studying delicate subjects. Some people have a public version of reality for the outsiders, a public relation version to create a good impression and a different version for the insiders, those with a higher degree of honesty. That is why, most of the times, researchers get the first version of information, the one for the outsiders. This type of information is very important especially in the case of sensitive topics (and age discrimination comes in this category), but in order to get the insider’s version we need projective techniques (Rugg and Petre, 2007).
Document analysis is the third chosen method and it completes the focus group. Although it looks at the same interaction and negotiation between actors, the difference is that this interaction is not a direct one, but one mediated by the text. Documents register ephemeral events, silent details that are easily forgotten if not registered immediately. “All entities leave their mark in paper or artifacts, a kind of spores that can be used in the field work” (Patton, 2002, p.293). Silverman (2010) offers a series of solid arguments regarding the complementary role that document analysis has. First of all, data gathered from documents appear naturally, the researcher having no influence in generating them, except in the form of registering or interpreting them. Secondly, document analysis avoids problems created by interactive research methods (interview and focus-group) where information offered by the interviewed subjects is “filtered” for the exterior. Thirdly, the focus of the method is on what happens, on the process, on behavior or results of behavior, rather than on the attitudinal component. One last advantage of the method is the possibility to follow the phenomenon from a temporal perspective and to count relevant aspects. Documents can offer a greater image, a sort of a temporal “zoom out” which includes multiple events that took place before the research starts, placing it in a sequence of events that create a much richer context (Adams and Schvaneveldt, 1991). Piergiorgio (2003, p.299) says the “the press is an endless information mine about society”, and that job advertisements can be considered an important vein. In this case, there is certain heterogeneity of the documents, and their format facilitates content analysis. For these reasons, the focus of the research is the job announcements published in the local press in the last 11 years. The ideal situation will include not just the recruitment announcements, but also the documents that explain the genealogy of age discrimination in the recruitment process (notes in the job analysis process, personnel requirements, job description, CV evaluation grid, HR policies, internal e-mails, etc). However, this is a topic for a future research topic.

Complementarity is the main argument in choosing the three methods, a complementarity on equal positions, none of the methods having a central or predominant role. The way each method covers the weak points of the other is explained in Table 1, following relevant methodological dimensions (goal, objectives, temporal perspective, and type of gathered information). Complementarity given by the pluralism of the methods increases the quality of the research giving more details and enhancing the understanding the multiple perspectives, generating solid inferences and the distinct value of the researched topic. (Esterby-Smith, Golden-Biddle, and Locke, 2008).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimensions</th>
<th>Sociological Inquiry</th>
<th>Document analysis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Goal</strong></td>
<td>Understanding the social actors’ <em>interaction</em> in “negotiating” age discrimination in the HR recruitment process.</td>
<td>Identifying, <em>counting</em> and <em>measuring</em> “significance units such as words, phrases, categories or themes” (Robert Philip Weber, 1990, p.71)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Objectives</strong></td>
<td>To answer research questions:</td>
<td>To answer research questions:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1. Which are the social actors involved in this phenomenon?</td>
<td>1. Are there any “evidences” of age discrimination in the HR recruitment process?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Which are the main causes for discrimination?</td>
<td>2. Can we trace the coordinates of age discrimination?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. What are the effects of age discrimination in the recruitment process?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Temporal</strong></td>
<td>Allows the focus on “<em>here and now</em>”, on immediate interaction of studied social actors.</td>
<td>Allows focus on “<em>here and now</em>”, but not on the interaction between actors, but on the personal universe of a single actor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Perspective</strong></td>
<td>Requires observation of a <em>chain on events</em>, the dynamic of the phenomenon in time.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Type of data and information</strong></td>
<td>Information having to do with “<em>short term memory</em>”, dynamic information, perishable, information that cannot be otherwise recovered (emotions, interactions, attitudes) is registered</td>
<td>Information having to do with “<em>short term memory</em>”, “<em>inside information</em>”, profound, personal, sensitive information that cannot be gathered through observation or document analysis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Information having to do with “<em>long term memory</em>”, that can be stocked, is less rich in significance (details, dates, numbers, words, etc), but that can offer a overall perspective.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Sampling

In the case of interview the focused stratified sampling, takes into consideration the need to answer the research questions and targets those people who are selected deliberately for the relevant information they have and that cannot be gathered otherwise. (Teddle and Yu, 2007) Interviews target employers (decision makers in HR recruitment – companies and NGOs) and recruiters (recruitment consultants outside the hiring company) because of the proximity and influence they have on the phenomenon. The socio-demographic variables considered are: gender and age (Table 2). The focused sampling pursues data gathering not only from the most relevant actors, but also from subjects with a great involvement and rich information. This is why the sampling requires building intensity criteria (Onwuegbuzie and Collins, 2007; Patton, 2002), which come in the shape of compulsory socio-professional variables: college degree (to maintain the technical level of the discussion), number of recruitment campaigns (minimum 10), workplace in Cluj-Napoca in the last 5 years, recruitment activity aims for Cluj-Napoca candidates.

Table 2
Sampling scheme for employers (A) and recruiters (B) interviews

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>under 30</th>
<th>Age categories</th>
<th>over 45</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>women</td>
<td>2R</td>
<td>2A</td>
<td>2R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>men</td>
<td>2A</td>
<td>2R</td>
<td>2A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For the focus group the focused stratified sampling is also chosen and it follows three social-demographic variables: studies, gender and age (Table 3). Sampling follows getting relatively homogenous groups, so that in the same focus-group subjects from the same education level and age group will participate, in order to facilitate a safer environment. Gender is the only diversity element in the focus group. Sampling targets subjects that answered recruitment ads published in the local press in Cluj-Napoca (they were candidates in a recruitment process) and have lived in Cluj-Napoca in the past five years.

Table 3
Sampling scheme for focus group candidates (6 focus-groups of 8 subjects each)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Education</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Under 30</th>
<th>Age category</th>
<th>Between 30 - 45</th>
<th>Over 45</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High school</td>
<td>women</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>men</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College</td>
<td>women</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>men</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
For document analysis we can discuss at the first level about the area sampling; the weekly newspaper "Piața de la A la Z" representing a virtual area of major relevance for the labor market, and this area can be “divided into smaller areas, which become random, simple or stratified selection objects” (Rotariu and Iluț, 1997, p.144). From another perspective, we can discuss about “cluster” type of sampling, which does not target the individual documents, but groups (“clouds”) of documents that appear naturally among the population (Teddlie and Yu, 2007). The weekly "Piața de la A la Z" can be considered a “cluster” because it groups into “work places” category most recruitment adds in Cluj-Napoca and it is the only source of “natural” primary data on a period of 11 years. The “cluster” character is given by the fact that Piața de la A la Z was launched in August 1996 and it grew from 1,500 copies (16 pages and 750 adds) to 40,000 copies in 2009 (30,000 adds/issue). The market share of 48% in advertising services and promotion of Cluj companies is very high, compared to Adevărul de Cluj or Monitorul de Cluj with 8% and 7%. 44% of the readers are interested in the job announcements. (Metro Media Transilvania, quoted by www.piata-az.ro/images/prezentare.pdf). On a different level, given the great number of issues and recruitment announcement and the heterogeneous character of the announcements, we have opted for a stratified sampling, considering the even years in the 2000-2010 interval, in a 8 issues step. The sampling scheme is presented in Table 4.

All in all, the 3 sampling schemes try to calibrate the research effort and the available time, without sacrificing the quality standards from both the qualitative and quantitative standpoint. The element of difficulty comes from the fact that in the case of quantitative research, the number of researched publications (37) and announcements (25090) involved a high effort in gathering data. On the other hand, this strategy allows the research to look at some longitudinal features, a dimension that has not been approached so far in other papers on age discrimination in the recruitment process.
Table 4
Sampling scheme for document analysis, 8 issues step, every two years for Piața de la A la Z, between the years 2000-2010.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>No. 170</th>
<th>No. 274</th>
<th>No. 378</th>
<th>No. 474</th>
<th>No. 578</th>
<th>No. 674</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>21.12.99-10.01.00</td>
<td>29.01.02-04.02.02</td>
<td>24.02.04-01.03.04</td>
<td>24.01.06-30.01.06</td>
<td>19.02.08-25.02.08</td>
<td>19.01.10-25.01.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>29.02.00-06.03.00</td>
<td>26.03.02-01.04.02</td>
<td>20.04.04-26.04.04</td>
<td>21.03.06-27.03.06</td>
<td>15.04.08-21.04.08</td>
<td>16.03.10-22.03.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>25.04.00-01.05.00</td>
<td>21.05.02-27.05.02</td>
<td>15.06.04-21.06.04</td>
<td>16.05.06-22.05.06</td>
<td>10.06.08-16.06.08</td>
<td>11.05.10-17.05.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>20.06.00-26.06.00</td>
<td>16.07.02-22.07.02</td>
<td>10.08.04-16.08.04</td>
<td>17.07.06-17.07.06</td>
<td>05.08.08-11.08.08</td>
<td>06.07.10-12.07.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>15.08.00-21.08.00</td>
<td>10.09.02-16.09.02</td>
<td>05.10.04-11.10.04</td>
<td>05.09.06-11.09.06</td>
<td>30.09.08-06.10.08</td>
<td>31.08.10-06.09.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>10.10.00-16.10.00</td>
<td>5.11.02-11.11.02</td>
<td>30.11.04-06.12.04</td>
<td>31.10.06-06.11.06</td>
<td>25.11.08-01.12.08</td>
<td>26.10.10-01.11.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Research instruments

The guide for the focus group includes questions that evolve from a general level to a particular level, by combining two instruments: 1) the Gallup method in 5 steps and 2) the round of questions (Krueger and Casey, 2000). The Gallup method includes: getting information about the degree to which subjects are aware of the topic or have information about it; identifying general attitudes about the discussed topic; identifying specific attitudes that the subjects have about the topic; identifying motivations, causes for the attitudes, including motives, rationale and invoked arguments, and estimating the intensity of these attitudes. The round of questions: opening, introduction, transition, key questions and final questions. Time allocated for one focus group is approx 90 minutes. During the focus group we use a written exercise to focus peoples’ attention and to allow them, as Patton (2002) says to think a little before discussing in the group. By doing the exercise, each participant had enough time to structure his/her arguments and to shape an overall image on the topic before starting the group debate. This way, the spontaneous influence or pressure coming from the others was diminished and it increased the quality of the discussion. Chapter 13 details the guide for the focus group.

The interview guide uses the same format as the focus group, combining the two types of instruments: 1) Gallup method in 5 steps and 2) round of questions (Krueger and Casey, 2000)
(Table 10). The significant difference between the two instruments is the dimension of the research 3 (specific attitudes that the participants have in relation to the topic) and 5 (effects produced by considering age as an important criteria in the recruiting process), these being different for candidates (focus-group: information focused on personal aspects) and for the employees (interview: information focused on organizational technical aspects or aspects related to labor market). The allocated time for answers is shorter than in the case of focus group, and there is a higher accent on the more technical details of the recruitment process. Time for an interview is around 60 minutes. Chapter 13 details the interview guide.

*The document analysis grid* “categorizes data, using units of text and labeling them as belonging to certain categories, in a way that allows later analysis” (Marks and Yardely, 2004, p.60). It is an instrument that facilitates “quantitative treatment of a material that is symbolically qualitative”, and which helps us “state the hypothesis which can be translated in categories which can, in turn, be translated into measurable indicators” (Iluț, 1997, p.135). The grid for recruitment announcements analysis has the goal of gathering data that answer the research questions 1 and 2 (see Table 1). The instrument identifies a series of relevant categories linked to *the message characteristics* (publication date, number of words in the add, language), *personnel requirements* (minimum age, maximum age, discriminatory language, gender), *job description* (job position, relational demography, solicited experience) and *identifying the social actor* (field of activity, identity, type of actor). Each category was split into variables, for which correspondent values were set or examples were given. By analyzing and interpreting the data we use SPSS 16 (Statistical Package for the Social Sciences), the analysis grid of recruitment announcements using the software variables and values defining technique. Concerning the categories and indicators grid, a special attention is given to abiding the quality methodological criteria: completeness, exclusivity, objectivity and pertinence. (Rotariu, 1991)
Chapter 5
PhD Thesis Summary

RESEARCH RESULTS SYNTHESIS

The results of this research aim the main objectives and answer the research questions stated at the beginning of the thesis: 1) Are there any „evidences” for age discrimination in human resource recruiting? 2) Is it possible to identify some coordinates for age discrimination? 3) Which are the main actors involved in this social phenomenon? 4) What are the main perceived causes that lead to age discrimination? 5) What are the main perceived effects for age discrimination in the recruiting process?

1. Are there any „evidences” for age discrimination in human resource recruiting?

Apparently this is a simple question, but represents a "sine qua non" requirement for the existence of this paper, and a very tough task. In order to answer this question we tried to reduce our research area and to give a longitudinal perspective to it. We focus our attention on the weekly advertising newspaper “Piața de la A la Z”, and analyze the recruiting ads published in an interval or eleven years (2000-2010). The main difficulty in proving age discrimination in the recruiting process comes from the fact that it is important to counteract, without any doubt, the arguments of the main actors accused of age discrimination, the employers. Thus, the research focus goes deeper than the employment process as a whole (job analysis, recruitment, selection and integration) and settles only on the recruiting moment because, as we already said, it offers some advantages. To build further on the concept of “evidence”, we removed from the data connected with certain types of jobs in which age is a “bona fide occupational qualification” (masseur 160 cases, dancer, 109 cases, model 22 cases and guard agent 27 cases); and data connected with supposed affirmative action directed to the students (150 cases).

This filtering process put us in a safer position, where we can say with confidence, that, as a result of the content analysis for the weekly “Piața de la A la Z” we have 1856 evidences of recruiting ads containing age discriminatory information, or 7, 39% from a total of 25090 analyzed ads (Graphic 1). From this 1856 recruiting ads we have: 856 cases or 45% evidences of direct discrimination (the age interval, or a specific age was mentioned); 780 cases or 41% evidences of indirect discrimination (discriminatory language suggesting a certain age) and 264 cases or 14% evidences of mixed discrimination (direct and indirect discrimination combined in the same recruiting ad). If we dare to multiply the number of age discriminatory evidence with the sampling pace, the possible number raises around 29696 evidences in eleven years. In order for a problem to be considered seriously, it has to affect a great number of people, and the
numbers above suggest just that. Even though the number is great, it is possible that 1856 of solid evidences, or 29696 possible evidences, to represent only the tip of the iceberg in the recruiting process. Some comments made by the focus-group participants and of the employers suggested a much ample reality. “Are they that stupid to ask for a specific age?” (focus group participant). “Those who specify the age are those who have the guts to say what they think. The others think that too, but they know that it is not allowed to write something like this in an ad” (recruiting specialist). “Is age one of the traits employers ask you to consider? Not explicitly because it is not allowed, but it would be recommended... ha, ha, ha!” (recruiting specialist). “What percent of the employers ask you to consider the candidate’s age when you recruit? Everybody, I am sure of that... or I don’t know, 99%. They are very few are who let us consider if a specific age is necessary.” (recruiting specialist). And if we want to be even more pessimistic about it, we have to remember that age discrimination is present in more than the one human resource management activity under scrutiny in this paper (recruiting), it is present in various activities: selection, training, performance appraisal, training, and career management.

**Graphic 1**

Number/percentage of recruiting ads containing discriminatory information, Piața de la A la Z, 2000-2010 interval

If we trace the trend of age discrimination evidences we can notice that since 2000, until 2006 and 2008, the number of recruiting ads with discriminatory information dropped from 16% of the total number of ads published, to 3%. After this interval, the number of discriminatory ads raised, from 3% of the total number of ads published, to 8%. We have a reverse trend if we consider the number of discriminatory ads from the total of published ads. Therefore, age
discrimination in the recruiting process, in Cluj-Napoca, is characterized by temporal sensitivity and it is possible to reflect macroeconomic changes, especially because the majority of the focus-group and interview participants saw the 2008 as a turning point for the economy and implicitly for age discrimination in the recruiting process (Graphic 2). „Since the crisis started... the entry level recruiting just melted. Before we had many positions... 2007, 2008 were glorious years and the candidates were extremely unprepared for the labor market... we were amazed how lame they were, and their expectation were the size of China. In spite of that they had to be hired because the firms needed them.” (recruiting specialist). „The crisis changed many minds. Once the crisis settled a lot of young people applied for entry level, apprentice jobs, but before 2008 nobody wanted this kind of position. I have apprentices in welding, a heavy, dirty work; I have apprentices in assembly line... The context forced them to find an occupation... I am in the ninth heaven!” (general manager, production firm).

Graphic 2
The evolution of the number/percentages of recruiting ads with no discriminatory information regarding age and recruiting ads with discriminatory information, Piața de la A la Z, 2000-2010 interval

The evidence also points that, in the context of the recruiting ads from “Piața de la A la Z”, age discrimination has a feminine gender. 613 or 33% from the total number of discriminatory ads are aimed at women and only 201, or 10.8% are aimed at men (Graphic 3). It is obvious that the gender combines with the age to create a bigger problem for some candidates. „Categorically, age is a greater disadvantage for women. A young woman can marry, have children, and if the firm is small, the problem is even greater. But is the same in great firms with
a lot of women employees. We have a firm as a client with more than 90% women and we know that it is a blessing for us to find a man candidate because the percentage of women leaving for maternity leave is extraordinary.” (recruiting specialist). “Clearly, look at the secretary positions... they prefer women between 25 and 35 years of age. You have two 25 years age secretary and at the same time the genitor is a 55 years of age woman. This is the classic story where the boss and the genitor have the same age.” (manager, construction firm). If you have a woman of 55 and a man of 55 years, the man will find quicker and easier a job. Probably because when hiring women the looks matter more than when you hire a man.... after all, women are the beautiful sex.” (focus-group participant). Considering this, approaching the age discrimination in the recruiting process from a liberal feminist perspective is important because the recruiting practices have heavy patriarchal influences and corruptions the idea of social justice and equality of chances on the labor market.

**Graphic 3**
Number/percentage of recruiting ads with discriminatory information, grouped by age and gender, 2000-2010 interval

Age discrimination has a “contextual sensibility” because; the frequency of discrimination is influenced by the type of the job and by the activity domain. Age discrimination was more frequent in domains like: commerce (478 recruiting ads, or 25,8%), hotels and restaurants (287 recruiting ads, or 15,5%), health and social assistance (109 recruiting ads or 5,9%), processing industry (104 recruiting ads, or 5,6%), real estate industry (97 recruiting ads, or 5,2%) and construction industry (91 recruiting ads, or 4,9%). If we consider some specific jobs, then the top looks like this: retailer (233 recruiting ads, or 12,6%), salesman (176 recruiting ads, or 9,5%), barman (116 recruiting ads, or 6,2%), real estate agent (95 recruiting ads, or 5,1%), waiter (87 recruiting ads, or 4,7%), secretary (81 recruiting ads, or 4,4%), babysitter (70
recruiting ads, or 3.8%), driver (59 recruiting ads, or 3.2%), housekeeper (33 recruiting ads, or 1.8%), and cook (27 recruiting ads, or 1.5%). Quantitative data from “Piata de la A la Z” is “qualitatively” confirmed by the people involved in focus-group and interview, majority of them noticing the same connection between age discrimination frequency and the activity domain.

**Age discrimination in the recruiting process is going “incognito”,** because 1386 recruiting ads, or 75% from the total number of discriminatory ads, do not disclose the employers’ identity. If we analyze a little bit further the collected data, we can see that the majority of employer (firms, NGO and individuals) don’t disclose their identity, but this is not the case with the recruiting agencies. Considering also the cost variable and the identity of the employer, we noticed that when the recruiting ads are free of charge (under 25-30 words), the identity of the employer is not disclosed (1254 from the recruiting ads were “incognito”, or 86% from the total, and in 198 cases the identity was disclosed). When the recruiting ads were paid, the identity of the employer is disclosed (272 recruiting ads with public identity, or 67%, and 132 recruiting ads with undisclosed identity, or 33%) (Graphic 4). This kind of sensitivity was a surprise, because it is a way to increase credibility and a minimal sign of professional courtesy to mention the employers name.

**Graphic 4**
Number/percentage of recruiting ads containing age discrimination information, considering the cost of the ad and the employer identity, 2000-2010 interval

2. Is it possible to identify age discrimination coordinates?
The answer is yes. **The median age for the recruiting ads published in “Piata de la A la Z”, in the 2000-2010 interval is 22.93 years for the minimum age required and 36.34 years for**
the maximum age required. This is a very rough picture for the cronocentric interval created in a “natural” manner by age discrimination in the recruiting process. What stands out from the data is that maximum age is required in the recruiting ads more often than the minimum age, underlying that age discrimination in the recruiting process affect older candidates in a much greater degree. Maximum age is required in 1001 recruiting ads, or 54% from the total number of discriminatory ads; and the minimum age is required in 681 recruiting ads, or 37% from the total number of discriminatory ads (Graphic 5).

Graphic 5
Minimum and maximum age frequency in discriminatory recruiting ads,
Piața de la A la Z, 2000-2010 interval

Another interesting aspect regarding chronocentrism in recruiting ads is that the majority of ages required are 5 multiple, reflecting the fact that, professionally speaking, we are used to think in time units of five. Also a series of cronocentric peaks were identified, concentrating the age required around some specific values. For the minimum age, this cronocentric peaks are: 25, 30, 40, 45 and 55 years of age, and there is a powerful resemblance with age marks referred by career stage theory, or the professional and personal identity development theory as described by Donald Super (1980). 18 years of age is an absolute starting landmark for the employers, and if we add 2 or 3 years as the necessary time to finish collage, and another 2 to 5 years of experience necessary for a middle management position, the “exploratory career stage” is quite visible. “The employers hire in this time interval because it is profitable for them. They don’t ask for a lot of money, they can’t ask for a lot of money, and they finished their studies.” (focus-group participant). Also, the “perfect age”, or the recruiting chronocentrism (23-36 years of age), seems to correspond with the “establishment career stage”, the interval where the employee starts to have a substantial contribution. “It is far better today to be a middle aged employee because you have some young age qualities and also some experience. You have experience working with older employees, but you are still dynamic and ready to learn” (focus-group participant). The next career stage is “growth and maintenance”, between 30 and 55
years of age. One of the main traits of this stage is the fact that promotions are fewer, and the new generation starts to see those in this area as old school. The last career stage is “disengagement”; it starts after 55 years of age, and in this stage it is obvious that the chances to find a new job drop abruptly. Although the “evidences” of similarity between age discrimination and career stages are not very solid at this stage, they are too attractive not to be considered in a future research project.

Temporal sensitivity is present also in the case of recruiting chronocentrism, because if in 2000 the perfect age interval for recruiters spanned over 11.5 years (median value for the minimum age was 21.7 years and the median value for maximum age was 33.2 years), in 2008 this interval increased to 24.6 years (median value for minimum age was 21.9 years and the median value for maximum age was 46.5 years), and then dropped in 2010 to 18.3 years (median value for minimum age was 25.3 years and median value for maximum age was 43.6 years). (Graphic 6)

**Graphic 6**

*Temporal sensitivity for minimum and maximum age* in the recruiting ads, Piața de la A la Z, 2000-2010 interval

Another aspect revealed by data is the existence of a series of “natural” cronocentric layers on the labor market, different by the “legal” cronocentric layers (Graphic 7). It seems that there are two different dimensions of the same reality. The first one is the legal dimension and is more permissive: the minimum age required to be accepted on the labor market varied between
14 to 15 years of age in the research period; and the maximum age varied from 57 to 58.9 for women and from 62 to 63.9 for men. The second cronocentric dimension outlined by employers is not so concerned with equal opportunities. In this case, the minimum age required for employment varied from 21.7 to 25.3 years of age, and the maximum age required varied between 33.2 and 46.5 years of age. This disproportionate ratio between the legal dimension of recruiting chronocentrism and employers’ dimension of recruiting chronocentrism worries us because in over 2/3 from our professional life, we are exposed to age discrimination in the recruiting process. This is not only about macroeconomic conditions, but also about the failure of punitive legislation and a doubtful organizational culture, tacitly expressed in the recruiting policies and practices.

**Graphic 7**
Cronocentric layers (median value for minimum and maximum age required in recruiting ads) as outlined by employers (Piața de la A la Z) and legislators (Law 10/1972 and Law 53/2003), 2000-2010 interval

3. **Whom are the main social actors involved in this social phenomenon?**
Although the initial stage of the research was aimed at the main actors involved: the employers (the villains) and the candidates (the victims), as the research advanced, it became obvious that the number of persons directly or indirectly involved, or interested by this topic, is much larger, reaching at the end over 20 actors, more or less visible in the “social network” of things. This new actors were grouped in the Chapter 16 in various emergent roles, outlined by the focus-
groups and interview participants.

The first category is the *employers* and consists of: private firms, public institutions, NGO’s and individuals. The second category is *candidates* and consists of: young candidates, middle aged candidates and older candidates. The third category is “*guardians*” or the *state institutions* and consists of national institution: Government; Parliament; Labor Ministry of Labor, Family and Social Protection; National Council for Combating Discrimination; and local institutions: District Council, Local Council and Mayors. The fourth category, *mediators*, is responsible for facilitating the relations between employers and candidates and consists of: Local Agencies for Employment, trade unions, recruiting agencies and NGO’s. The last category, “*spectators*”, even though they don’t have a visible or immediate interest in age discrimination in the recruiting process, they have the power to influence this social phenomenon. As spectators we can name: universities, mass-media, employers and organization’s clients. It is obvious that the actors identified above can be categorized even further in a future research project. For example, discussions around private firms indicated that we have to pay special attention to the origins of the firm (local firms and international corporations) or to activity domain (IT, banks and insurance companies). Also, it is important to underline that this categories, or roles, are not clearly bounded because, some of the actors can play double roles: state institutions can be an employer and a guardian at the same time or NGO’s can be an employer and a mediator at the same time. Research experience makes us confidently say that some of the actors are more socially visible, some of them are less visible, and some of them are invisible at this stage, waiting to be discovered in future research endeavors.

Age discrimination in the recruiting process in Cluj-Napoca seems to be an *interactive play*, where the reality is socially constructed by the main actors, the border between actors and spectators is sometimes blur, and where every actor close to the phenomenon can contribute in various degrees. Also, the legal texts regarding age discrimination in recruiting process are interpreted consistent with their awareness, power and interest in the matter. Actors’ map, or the “geopolitical map” as drawn by the focus-groups participants, reveals the degree of interest and the power of the main actors they perceived (Diagram 2). The four main areas reflect the central role of the employers (interested and with great power). They are followed by Parliament, Labor Ministry of Labor, Family and Social Protection and Local Councils (uninterested but with great power). Employees of companies are next (interested but without power). Finally, in the background of this map we have: Government, Local Agencies for Employment, Mayors, NGO’s, universities, organization’s clients, trade unions, students and, unexpectedly, the candidates themselves (uninterested and without power). What is worrying in this picture is the fact that the candidates indulge themselves in this “natural” situation,
unwilling to approached it critically because “this is how things are done around here”, and they will not change soon. The degree of victimization, the fact that the victims don’t care or are not aware of the gravity of the situation, the atrophy of the critical attitude, is a form of self-sabotage regarding the equal chances on the labor market. This process reminds us of Freire (1970) and his “Pedagogy of the oppressed” because we need a process of raising awareness, a process of critical education in order to break the silence and counterbalance the power distribution.

Diagram 3
Actors map for age discrimination in recruiting process, as resulted in focus-groups discussions

4. What are the main causes for age discrimination in the recruiting process?
One of the causes identified in the focus-groups and interview detailed in Chapter 17 is the fact that the “opportunity cost” is not enough to motivate employers to give up to discriminatory practices. The employer gives up: the financial advantages offered by state to stimulate employment of certain categories of candidates exposed to age discrimination; the safety of being on the right side of the law; the public relations advantages of being ethical; the creativity and the energy of young candidates and the experience and reliability of older candidates. The employer favors in his decision over those mentioned above: balanced salaries, more stable employees, healthier employees, more efficient employees and a greater tuning with information technology and personal development. It is a matter of strategic choice in some participants’ opinion rather than lack of knowledge. Relational demography creates an additional pressure for an employer in order to discriminate on the grounds of age, because employees are more comfortable working with colleagues from the same generation with them. As a result, when hiring on the same hierarchical level, young people hire young people and older individuals hire older individuals; but in the case of hiring on different hierarchical level, higher position tend to be filled by older people and entry level position by younger people. Relational demography is also the case when clients exert pressure over a company to hire employee in the same age category with them. Another cause is the fact that the employer has an advantaged negotiation power in the hiring process, and the “natural” style in these situations is forcing. Because the power of the employers is great, the threat posed by candidates or state institution is negligible and the process of hiring is always characterized by a time crisis; the Darwinian mechanism is naturally activated. As a focus-group participant states it, the employer is “on top of the food chain”. Yet another cause identified warns of the fact that, sometimes, we may have systemic discrimination because of the mental patterns or shortcuts activated by employers in order to reduce their time and effort in the recruiting process, even though this act undermines professionalism. When the work volume is high, simple criteria as age are used for rapid filtering of the candidates, and this practice is accepted even if the end results are not the best. Another twisted logic supporting the age criteria is that focusing only on certain age intervals, the “safety” of the recruiting increases. The lack of personal development in the case of older candidates is another “objective” cause for age discrimination in the recruiting process. The main idea behind this cause is the fact that continuous development is a new concept, unassimilated by older generations, and their professional development lacks momentum. Technological cleavage is another cause of age discrimination for older generations and in this informational era, IT savvies is a premium quality for candidates. There are technological waves influencing age discrimination, and the young generation is surfing the IT wave, while older candidates are surfing the industrial wave. Low mobility on the labor market for older candidates is another cause, with roots in the family “obligations” (kids, house and car loan, relatives, etc.), and it seems that sometimes is a
cultural artifact very deep embedded in Romanian culture. **Increased personnel fluctuation, especially at younger candidates, is another cause** for age discrimination. Age 25 is seen by the majority of the employers as the lower limit for employment because the professional identity of young candidates is not fully formed. **Macroeconomic context is a major cause in the dynamic of age discrimination, or the cronocentric recruiting interval.** Participants in focus-groups and interviews confirmed quantitative data, believing that in economic development periods, age discrimination decreases and in economic recession, age discrimination in recruiting increases. **Intergenerational conflict** is the last cause identified in discussions, and reflects a cynical aspect of age discrimination: different victims (young and older persons) blames mutually for the problems they have. Young people blame older people for holding their jobs regardless of their competence, and older people blame younger people for selling themselves too cheap on the labor market.

5. What are the effects of age discrimination in the recruiting process?

Invariably, in all group discussions, **the negative emotional impact of age discrimination in the recruiting process** is present, and it especially affects older candidates. Even though age discrimination in the recruiting process doesn’t hurt as much as age discrimination in the selection process because is not face-to-face, constant blocking of accessing employment often leads to depressions. **Candidates take countermeasures to avoid age discrimination even though it seems they are at a superficial level.** We don’t have complaints or litigations with the purpose or balancing the lack of equal opportunities, but rather soft countermeasures like CV embellishment, aiming to reduce the impact of age, and with reduced impact. **Equal opportunity turns in to an empty concept** because it is not supported by the legislation and by the administrative apparatus. We can say that, in Romania, laws had the opposite intended effect because a powerful concept gradually lost its’ aura, and became the target of public irony. **Labor market is thrown out of balance because the number of old unemployed people increase rapidly,** not as a result of incompetence but as a result of age discrimination. In the context of a strong migration of the labor force from Romania towards EU countries and a sharp drop in fertility, this unbalanced labor market represents a S.O.S. message. **Atrophied mobility for the labor market especially for older candidates** because the older persons will not experiment with new professional opportunities considering the risk of ending unemployed. They will try to armor their professional positions, sacrificing their flexibility. **The social costs attached to age discrimination will increase because the active population will carry even harder the economic burden of social security.** The active population consists of people in the concentric interval, and their ranks will shrink even further. **Increased immigration** is another effect anticipated by some employers, due to an unbalanced labor market and the “natural” model of globalization. Developed countries that faced the same problem, partially resolved it
not by increasing birth rate, or retaining young and educated work force, but in a much simpler manner, by accepting the wave of immigrants from poorer countries. Anticipatory pension decisions increase, as an honorable way for the older victims of age discrimination to exit the labor market.

Synthesizing the information from focus-groups and interviews, we created a logical diagram, a problem tree, a black-box representation with inputs (causes) and outputs (effects) in a way that allows the information obtained to be interconnected (Diagram 3). This causality, obviously, is not a simple, linear one, but a contextual, dynamic one, every cause exerting multiple influences over other causes and effects. Even though we understand the problem of representing qualitative data in a quantitative way, the need to imagine some kind of order in findings is stronger. Also the “mixed method” paradigm helps us to resolve this apparent conflict.
Diagram 4
Problem tree: causes and effects identified by focus-groups and interviews’ participants

**problem**
age discrimination in recruiting process in Cluj-Napoca, 2000-2010

**causes**
- associated with employers
  - reduced age diversity
  - inefficient recruiting process
  - bad public relations
- associated with the social context
  - undermining of equal chances
  - unbalanced labor market
  - low social mobility
  - hurried pension decisions
  - higher social costs
- associated with candidates
  - reduced mobility
  - high job fluctuation
  - unsatisfactory life long learning

**effects**
- associated with employers
  - opportunity cost
  - decision "shortcuts"
  - relational professional demography
  - negotiation power
  - technological waves
  - macroeconomic context
  - intergenerational conflicts
- associated with the society
  - emotional impact
  - financial problems
  - soft countermeasures
- associated with candidates
  - investment costs
CONCLUSIONS AND PERSONAL CONTRIBUTIONS

“We will care more and more, because the other zone is coming closer…” (focus-group participant, 30-45 years of age). The key moment we start to really care about something, when we start to understand it in a phenomenological manner, is the moment when our life is affected by it. The first moment of awareness regarding age discrimination in recruiting process starts, according to focus-group participants, when you try for the first time to find a job, during high school or college. “I became aware of this problem 4 years ago, when I tried to find a job for the first time as an advertising agent. They picked me and not the other girls, because they were too old for the job. The other girls were 25.” (focus-group participant). The second major wave of awareness comes at the other pole of career continuum. “I tried to find a job. They asked me what they had to ask and they said to me they are happy with my experience and my competencies but... they are still in the recruiting phase and when they enter the office it is important to see the sunshine... for the friend coming from Italy... When they come around it is important for them to see young people. And I said to myself that I will never apply again for any secretarial positions. I was offended.” (focus-group participant, over 45 years of age).

At a personal level, the degree of awareness seems to rise steadily, as well as the critical thinking about this topic, but unfortunately, concrete actions are not yet present. The cohesion of the “oppressed” is low, their power of negotiation is not significant, and the legal mechanisms are powerless because of the long and complicated process. Age discrimination is still “silent” because there is no actor with a powerful enough voice to channel the energy of those disadvantaged and to tackle the lack of equal opportunities. If we look at the bigger picture (the macroeconomic context of discrimination), there are alarm signals some participants in focus-groups and interviews are aware of, warnings that a major change is on the way. A “perfect storm” is on the way because the population is ageing\(^1\) and the birth rate is extremely low\(^2\) and the emigration phenomenon is huge\(^3\). “We will be forced to work with employees of 60 years of age... it will be a common fact even without state intervention because you will have no other age category to recruit. This is sad because the state will force you and me to work after

---

\(^1\) According to INSSE, data for Cluj district, show that between 2000 and 2008 population aged between 0-14 years of age dropped from 114955 to 90652, meaning 24303 persons, while population aged over 60 years of age grew from 137037 to 141726, meaning 4689 persons.

\(^2\) Birth rate in Romania is in the interval 2000-2008, according to EUROSTAT, 1.3, one of the lowest in European Union.

\(^3\) According to EUROSTAT, between 2001-2009, the number of Romanian citizens established abroad in an EU country raised from 0.3 millions, to 2 millions.
the age of 70." (employer, NGO executive director). Cialdini (2001) warnings seem to come true: the arguments are convincing only when we start to see what we stand to lose, what we can suffer, when we are cornered. Only then, we react.

**Personal contribution**

At a theoretical level, personal contribution is visible as the *extension of conceptual mapping regarding age discrimination*, connecting key concepts such as: recruitment, selection, age, discrimination, age discrimination, ageism, direct discrimination, indirect discrimination, institutional discrimination, multiple discrimination, contextual discrimination, professional discrimination, discriminatory language, bona fide occupational qualifications, relational demography, career stages, personal requirements, recruitment announcements, minimum hiring age, maximum hiring age, ideal hiring age, legal hiring age, causes for age discrimination, effects of age discrimination etc. Secondly, *the paper develops an important concept, recruiting chronocentrism*. Chronocentrism is a relatively new term coined by John Powelson in 1994 and consists in considering a certain stage of human existence as superior to all others. Transferring the term in human resource recruiting we can see that a certain state (age) is superior to others (too old or too young). The employers mention in recruiting ads, as personnel requirements, a certain age, an age interval (maximum 45 years of age, between 30 and 45 years of age) or certain traits associated with age (energetic, dynamic, rapid learner etc.). Thirdly, *the paper realized a meta-analysis of the relevant literature for age discrimination in the recruiting process*. The papers were analyzed considering three main coordinates: the research methods used, social actors studied and research strategy. The authors analyzed were: Palmore (1977, 1981, 1988, 2005); Peaboy and Sedlacek (1982); Schwalb and Sedlacek (1990); Bendick, Jackson and Romero (1993, 1996); Bendick, Brown and Wall (1999); Loretto, Duncan and White (2000); McMullin and Marshal (2001); Bennington (2002); Riach and Rich (2002, 2006, 2007); Anghel (2003); Busch, Dahl and Dittrich (2004); Wilson and Kan (2006); Ursel and Armstrong-Stassen (2006); Granleese and Sayer (2006); Wilson, Parker and Kan (2007); Basim, Sesen and Sesen (2007); Mc Vittie, McKinlay and Widdicombe (2008) and Berger (2009).

Forth, the paper pointed the connections between research theme and the main epistemological trends (objectivism, constructivism and subjectivism), building on few authors like: Berger and Luckmann (1966), Becker (1998), Girod-Seville and Perret (2001), Crotty (2003), Johnson and Duberley (2003) and Denzin and Lincoln (2008).

At a methodological level, *the paper covers a series of gaps connected with the longitudinal*

---

4 Chronocentrism is used for the first time by Powelson John (1994) in *Centuries of Economic Endeavor*. Ann Arbor: University. The concept is not well developed, but attracts scientific community attention.
aspect of previous research. This kind of gaps were identified at few authors using the document analysis (Bennington, 2002; Anghel, 2003; Basim, Sesen și Sesen, 2007). The research paper analyses 25090 recruiting ads, covering an interval of 11 years, in order to obtain a panoramic view of the age discrimination. Also, inspired by the meta-analysis of relevant research papers, we choose a mixed methods strategy (quantitative: document analysis and qualitative: interview and focus-group), strategy used only by few authors because of the effort methodological triangulation involves (Bennington, 2002 and Wilson, Parker and Kan, 2007). Thirdly, we used an element of methodological creativity, as suggested by Patton (2002), introducing a written exercise in the focus-group, exercise that allows participants to structure their answers before group discussions. This way the group pressure diminished, and the quality of shared information increased.

At empirical level, the paper efficiently answers the research questions and generates a series of new, emergent research lines, unplanned in the initial research design. First the paper brings solid evidence for the existence of age discrimination in the recruiting process, as behavioral discrimination with real consequence and not as attitudinal discrimination. The evidences were gathered intentionally on a narrow segment or reality (age discrimination in the recruiting ads, Piata de la A la Z newspaper, Cluj-Napoca, 2000-2010), to increase their reasoning power. Moreover, information collected with qualitative data gives additional insight to the phenomenon because they suggest that, the quantitative data obtained is just the tip of the iceberg, and the danger posed by age discrimination in the recruiting process is far greater than the evidence suggest. Secondly, the paper corroborates Charted Management Institute (2006) research on temporal sensitivity of age discrimination, because frequency and cronocentric interval of recruiting over this period varied vigorously. For example, if in 2000 the median value of maximum age required in recruiting ads was 33,2 years, in 2008, the median age for maximum age reached 46,5 years, meaning a variation of 13,3 years in an interval of 8 years. The paper also supports Granleese and Sayer (2006) findings, which connect age discrimination more often with women candidates than with man candidates and argues that age discrimination is a compound result of multiple discriminatory prejudice. Beside age, gender and physical appearance, we can add the civil status (“unmarried” or “without obligations”), a “job requirement” encountered in some recruiting ads aimed at women candidates, but in no ads aimed at man candidates. Fourth, the paper supplies additional evidence for the contextual or professional sensitivity of age discrimination. As other authors noticed, age discrimination varies according with the economic field and with the job position: secretarial positions (Bendick, Jackson and Romero, 1996; Bennington, 2002); sales (Bendick, Brown and Wall, 1999; Riach and Rich, 2007; Wilson, Parker and Kan, 2007; Wilson and Kan, 2006); nurses (Wilson and Kan, 2006; Wilson, Parker and Kan, 2007); hotels and restaurants.
A new aspect identified by the paper is the “incognito” character of age discrimination in the recruiting ads. In the majority of cases (74% of the total discriminatory ads), the employers’ identity is not revealed. The situation changes when we go deeper and take into account the cost attached to the recruiting ad (67% of the paid ads reveal the employers’ identity). The implications of these findings are far-reaching. We can say that either we talk about ignorance or we talk about arrogance in recruiting practice. Fifth, another new aspect revealed by the paper is connected with cromocentric layers of discrimination, socially constructed by different actors. We have a legal chronocentrism because the “minimum age required by law” to enter the labor market was 14 years of age (Law 10/1972) until 2003, and now is 15 years of age since 2003 (Law 53/2003), and the “maximum age” to exist the labor market is 62-63.9 years of age (Law 19/2000). Parallel with the legal chronocentrism we have a “natural chronocentrism”, constructed by employers, and the minimum age preferred by them revolves around 21.7 and 25.3 years of age, and the maximum age required revolves around 33.2 and 46.5 years of age. If we overlap the legal layer of chronocentrism with the employers’ layer of chronocentrism, the constructivist metaphor of various layers of successive meaning solidifying in time and reifying reality is confirmed (Berger and Luckman, 1966).

At a practical level, even though the paper didn’t plan to do this, during focus-group discussions, potential solutions emerged. “How can we change things? What measures can we take to broaden the “perfect age”? Who is capable to help?” This kind of questions appeared in group discussions and was aimed at the whole spectrum of change strategies suggested by Kotter and Schlesinger (1979): education and communication, participation and facilitation, negotiation and compromise, manipulation and cooptation and finally coercion. Also at a practical level, we extended the visible social actors with direct or indirect influence over age discrimination in recruitment and started to build a “geopolitical map” to create a coherent image of the social context. It is very important considering the power and interest level of these actors if we plan future policies or projects to stimulate equal opportunities.

The limits of the research and future research directions
At the end of data collection process we realized that the research design was prone to an elegant upgrade, by analyzing not only the “job offers” sections, but also the “job requests” section of the weekly magazine, “Piata de la A la Z”. This way we could compare in the mirror age discrimination behavior of employers with the candidates’ own self-discriminatory practice. At a first glance it seems that the majority of the candidates give freely age related information with great undermining potential for their success chances. Also, the longitudinal approach didn’t extend to online recruiting, missing an important part of age labor market aimed mainly
at younger candidates. Unfortunately the resources for this endeavor were not available. Finally, *the research lacks the access to various relevant internal documents* (job description, personnel requirements, recruiting policies) *and processes* (job analysis, recruiting sources and recruiting methods synchronization, CV short listing, etc.) necessary for a better understanding of the specific decisions patterns. The access to this kind of documents was burdened by the delicate nature of the topic.

Future research directions identified are characterized by an interdisciplinary approach (law, public policies, sociology, political science, psychology, human resource management) and we eagerly foresee them. The next research steps aim to develop in an incremental way the topic of the paper and gradually transform the process in a bigger applied research project. The first direction for further study aims a comparative analysis of EU legislation regarding age discrimination in employment. Second research direction aims to analyze the way civil society and specific NGO’s take a stand and protect equal opportunities on the labor market for people “too young” or “too old”. Third research direction aims to build a system capable to monitor in real time age discrimination in recruiting. Fourth, we intend to further analyze the systemic discrimination or the internal organizational mechanisms that can lead, without intention, to age discrimination. Fifth, we aim to develop a system to approximate the business costs attached to age discrimination in recruiting in order to counteract the employers’ pragmatic arguments for discriminatory practices. Sixth, we plan to develop the actors map and to include all those interested or with power to influence this social problem. Seventh, we intend to inquire the personal experiences lived by the victims of age discrimination in recruiting, their emotional experience, their reactions to unequal treatment and the possible responses available to them.
Chapter 6
PhD Thesis Summary
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